Thor, Vol. 1

Thor is back! And in a story only J.
Michael Straczynski could tell! Returned to
the pantheon of great Marvel heroes, the
Asgardian God of Thunder is reunited with
the mortal form of Dr. Don Blake.
Together, they must reckon with the legacy
of the mythic Norse kingdom and the
awakening of its immortal heroes - but in a
world that may not want them back!
Collecting: Thor #1-6

Thor goes forth to battle Exitar, while the cowardly Pegas attempts to flee the imprisoned planet. Thor manages to
breach the Celestials armor, fighting his wayThor, Frigga, and the children begin their long journey home, while, on
Earth, Sif and Bill are out on the town and battle the GLF. Meanwhile, Loki gives Lorelei aThor returns to New York
City where a crowd of people ask him questions about his going feud with Hercules. Thor finds that crowds questions to
pressing and isLee and Kirby included Thor in The Avengers #1 (Sept. to the mainstream Marvel Universe, Thor was
relaunched with Thor vol.: Thor Vol. 1: The Goddess of Thunder (9780785192398): Jason Aaron, Russell Dauterman,
Jorge Molina: Books.This is the kind of book that gets a person excited about superheroes, no doubt about it. I started
with Journey into Mystery, Vol. 1: Fear Itself as a starting pointIn an early morning Manhattan office, Dr. Willis calls
his secretary into his office and attacks her. He ties her to a chair and feeds her a burger, causing her toThor notices
something landing from space on a nearby rooftop and decides to go and investigate. He finds that it is a Rigellian ship
piloted by Tana Nile, whoThor continues to practice with the Ringmasters Circus of Crime, unaware that the Ringmaster
intends to use his hypnotic powers to force the Thunder God into Journey into Mystery volume 1 was a comic that
began publication in 1952 by Atlas, As of #407, the book was renamed The Mighty Thor (vol.Back to title selection:
Comics T: Thor Vol 1 Continues from Journey into Mystery Vol 1# 125 Continues in Journey into Mystery Vol 1# 503
Continues from ThorAppearing in The Answer at Last!Edit. Featured Characters: Thor. Supporting Characters:
Antagonists: Other Characters: Locations: Items: Vehicles:For mine is the swiftness of the very lightning itself! And the
fury of the elements is as nothing to the fury of Thor this day! Flee, death! Flee and lick thy wounds,Thor arrives on
Hydrobase, and learns of the many changes to the Avengers. Asgard is once again attacked by Seths legions, while Grog
and more Demons ofUlik teaches the Wrecker about his powers, and he learns some new abilities. They attack Hercules,
and his fears from the beating he once received from themIn Asgard, Daillus storms a castle to see for himself if Lorelei
is as beautiful as the legends say. For his trouble she turns him to stone. Amora arrives, and tellsBack to title selection:
Comics M: Mighty Thor Vol 1 Continued from Thor#621 Relaunched as Thor: God of Thunder Renumbered from
Mighty Thor Vol 2#23
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